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Abstract

Sprinting characteristics of 12-year-old boys, who were not engaged in athletic

activities at that time, were determined on a 100-meter track. In parallel, the

results achieved by a top sprinter were also obtained on the same track.

The purpose of this study was to determine the basic running stages, the time and

distance limits, and the essential differences between the speed-distance curves for

children and top sprinters.

As expected, the top sprinters exceeded the boys’ performance at all points.

Although there were similarities, significant sprinting differences between the two

types were noted. The principal differences were in the number of distinctive

running stages, the rate of initial acceleration, the position and duration of the

maximum speed period, and the speed profile of the final 10 meters of the track.

Finally, it was concluded that the 100-meter sprint may not be the most suitable Key words:

Sazetak

NEKE RAZLIKE IZMEDU DVANAEASTOGODISNWIH

DJECAKA SPRINTERA | VRHUNSKIH SPRINTERA

Sprinterske Karakteristike dvanaestogodisnjaka koji w to vrijeme

nisu bili ukljuceni uw atletske aktivnosti, determinirane su na

stazi od 100 metara, Paralelno su na istoj stazi dobiveni 1

rezultati koje je postigao vrhunski sprinter.

Svrha ovoga rada bila je odrediti osnovnestupnjeve trcanja,

vremenske i daljinske granice, te osnoyne razlike izmedu

krivulja brzine i udaljenosti za djecu i za vrhunskog sprintera.

Kao Sto se i o€ekivalo, vrhunski je sprinter svojim rezultatima

nadmasio rezuliate djecaka u svim elementima. lako su

postojale sliénosti, uocene su i znacajne razlike izmedu dva

tipa. Osnovne su razlike postojale wu broju razliéitih stupnjeva

ireanja, u pocetnom ubrzanju, polozaji, te trajanjuu_perioda

maksimatne brzine i brzinskom profili u zadnjih 10 metara

staze. Na kraju je zakljuéeno da sprint na 100 metara ne

mora bili najpogodnija duljina staze za ovu grup djeéaka.

Kljuéne rijeéi: atletika, sprint, 12 godisnji sprinteri, vrhunski

sprintert  

length for this group of boys.

athletics, sprint, 12-year-old sprinters, top sprinters

Zusammenfassung

EINIGE UNTERSCHIEDE ZWISCHEN DEN 12JAHR-

IGEN SPRINTERN UND SPITZENSPRINTERN

Die Charakteristiken des Sprints bei den zw6lfjdhrigen Jungen,

die in dieser Zeit nicht an den athletischen Aktivitdten

teilgenommen haben, wurden auf der 100-m-Strecke

determiniert. Parallel haben wir auf derselben Strecke die

Resultate erworben, die ein Spitzensprinter erreicht hat.

Die Absicht dieser Forschung war die Bestimmung von

Grundphasen des Laufens, von Zeit- und Streckengrenzen,

und die Bestimmung von wesentlichen Unterschieden zwischen

den Geschwindigkeits- und den Streckenkurven bei den

Jungen und bei dem Spitzensprinter.

Wie erwartet hat der Spitzensprinter mit seinen Resultaten
die Leistungen der Jungen in allen Elementen iiberschritten.
Obwohl es gewisse Ahnlichkeiten gab, wurden wesentliche
Unterschiede zwischen diesen zwei Typen festgestellt. Die
Hauptunterschiede entstanden in der Anzahl von
kennzeichnenden Phasen des Sprints, in der Anfangsbeschle-
unigung, in der Position und Dauer der Zeitspanne der
maximalen Geschwindigkeit als auch in dem Geschwindigkeits-
profil in den letzten 10 Metern der Strecke. SchlieBlich kann
daraus gefolgert werden, daf der 100-Meter-Sprint keine

geeignete Lange fiir diese Gruppe der Jungen ware.

Schliisselw6rter: Athletik, Sprint, 12 jdhrige Sprinter,
Spitzensprinter
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INTRODUCTION

The majority of authors studying the rates of change
of a runner’s speed in 100-meter sprints (Zaciorskij,
1979, Clarke, 1981, Filin, 1984, Milanovié and oth-
ers, 1986, Ionov, 1987, Snajder and Milanovié, 1991)
concurred that these changes resulted from several
interdependent factors in each running stage. These
are: acceleration in the starting stage (0-30 m),
period of maximum speed (30-60 m), speed on the
track (60-80 m), and period of retaining the at-
tained speed to the finish (80-100 m). The first
stage reflects the quality of the start and the rate
of acceleration, the second represents the period of
maximum running speed, whereas the third and the
forth stage demonstrate the level of speed endur-
ance. Performance in all the stages improves as the
overall quality of the sprinter increases.

Although studies on sprinting abilities of children
have been published (Snajder, 1964, Clarke, 1981
and 1982, Volkov, 1981, Ropret, 1983), insufficient
attention has been paid to graphical presentation of
the running speed as a function of track distance.
A curve resulting from the correlation of the run-
ning speed and track distance is an important
means to determine the sprinting ability of children
of different ages, as well as for the formulation of
appropriate exercises to develop their Sprinting char-
acteristics.

An attempt was made in this investigation to estab-
lish the sprinting speed-distance curve for children
running the 100-meter track. These data were ob-
tained from the running tests of 42 12-year old
children who were not engaged in athletic activities
at that time. Measurements were performed at
every 10) meters of the track. The time at each 10-
meter interval was recorded by professional refer-
ces, Estimated error of measurement was +/- 0.1
second,
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The experimental results confirmed the existance of
basic running stages, determined their time and
distance limitations, and established the essential
differences between the speed-running curves for
children and for a 100-meter sprinter, Furthermore,
these results could be used to determine the suit-
ability of the 100-meter sprint as an exercise and a
running speed test for 12-year-old boys.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The test data are given in Table 1 and are also
shown graphically in Figure 1. Curves 1 and 2 show
the speed of the top sprinter and the boys, respec-
tively, Curve 2 represents the avarage speed for all
the boys.

The data show that in boys the average total time
for the 100-meter run was 17.3 seconds at an
average speed of 5.3 m/s. The top sprinter needed
10.0 seconds to cover the same distance, running at
an average speed of 10,0 m/s. Of all the segments,
the boys used most oftheir time (2.1 seconds) for
acceleration in the first 10 meters. Their speed
increased up to the 60-meter mark whenit gradu-
ally decreased till almost the end of the run.
However, it is interesting to note that in the 20 to
30 meters segment, the rate of acceleration declined
and then increased again to level off between 50-60
meters. Also, an unexpected increase in the speed
occured in the last 10 meters of the track, whereas
in the case of the top sprinter the running speed in
the last two segments continued to decline. The
smallest speed difference (2.44 m/s) between the
boys and the top sprinter was in the first segment.
This difference gradually increased, reaching the
maximum of 5.42 m/s in the 40-50 meters segment.

Table 1: Numerical values of the running speeds attained by 12-year old boys and a top sprinter on a 100-meter track
  

 

 

 
 

    % maximum speed, boys | 74.6 95.2

TRACK SECTIONS, m: 9-10

|

10-20

|

20-30

|

30-40

|

40-50

|

50-60

|

60-70

|

70-80

|

80-90

|

90-100
Cummulative running time for boys, s 2.1 3.8 5.5 7.1 8.7 10.3 12.0 13.7 15.5 17.3
Boys running time in individual sections,s r 21| 1.7 | 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.8
Boys speed,m/s | a7] eo| sol 62 62| 63 59} 60! 55} 57
Sprint speed, ms ns 744 ~10.00 10.26 11.36 11.62) 14.11 17.14 11.36] 10.86 10.63|

eptinersigeay =atisen [Baya and 244| 4.00| 436] 546| 542| 481] 5.21| 536] 536] 493
RelativeSpeeddiff.(sprint/boys) | “1.52 1.66| 1.74 | 183| 187! 176] 188] 189] 1.97]1286|
% maximum

|

Speed, sprinter 61.4 i 86.1 | gaa| 97.8) 100.0| 956; 956) 97.8] 93.5 “915

93.7 98.4 98.4

|

100.0 93.7 95,2 87.3 90.5
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The two curves show certain similarities. For in-

stance, there is a decline in the rate of acceleration

in the 20-30 meters segment for both cases. Also,

the two curves show a slight reduction in the

running speed in the second part of the track,

except that the boys showed an increase in the last

10 meters of the run. The following, however, are

the principal differences between the two types of

runners:

(1) The level of the top sprinter’s curve is higher

at all stages.

(2) Although the periods of acceleration are simi-

lar, the rate of acceleration for the top sprinter is

appreciably higher.

(3) The maximum speed segments are not equal. In

the case of the sprinter it spanned over 40

meters, i.e. between the 40 and 80 meters marks.

The boys were able to maintain the top speed for

only 30 meters, between the 30 and 60 meters of

the track.
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It is also interesting to note that the
boys reached 74.6% of their maximum

speed in the first 10 meters, while the

top sprinter achieved only 61.4 % of his
top speed in the same section. It is only
in the 30-40 meters segment that the
boys and the top sprinter reached the
same percentage of their maximum speeds.

Also, while the sprinter reached his maxi-
mum speed in the 40-50 meters segment,
the boys needed additional 10 meters to
attain the maximum speed.

The tendency for the running speed to
decrease after reaching the maximum is

similar in both cases, but it is somewhat

more abrupt for the boys. Furthermore,
it has been shown that in the last 10
meters of the track the boys’ speed actu-
ally increased. This fact demonstrates that
the boys posessed an additional quantity
of energy that was not fully utilized in
the previous sections of the track, which
allowed them to accelerate in the finish.
Clearly, they could have obtained better
results.

In contrast with the generally recognized
four running stages for a top sprinter, in
case of boys - as shown by curve 2 in
Figure 1 - only three stages can be
distinguished. These are as follows: accel-
erating period up to 30 meters, the pe-
riod of running at the maximum speed in
the 30-60 meters range, and the finishing
stage from 60 meters to the end.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The top sprinter obtained better results because of
his higher acceleration initially and a much higher
speed level during the maximum speed period, as
well as the spatially longer section of the track that
he maintained in the maximum speed period. The
100-meter sprint is not the most suitable track
length for the 12-year old boys. They do not
develop their potential capability fully at any sec-
tion of the track. Additionally this confirms the
facts that the overall speed was realtively low, that
there was a rather small decrease in the speed
after the 60-meter mark and mostsignificantly, that
the increase in speed occured in the last 10 meters.

Judging from the shape of the curve depicting the
running characteristics of the 12-year old boys who
had no athletic experiences, the optimal track length
should be 60 meters.  
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